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Abstract: Nowadays It Is Hard To Find Right Home Automated Security System In The Market As They Are Too Expensive And May Not Give Sufficient Coverage. In Our Proposed Work Along With Traditional Door Lock – Unlock System, We Have Developed An Exceptionally Improvised System By Which We Can Lock And Unlock Main Door Remotely Without Requirement Of Any Physical Effort Or Need Of A Key. When An Unknown Person Presses The Calling Bell, Immediately The Door Camera Capture His/Her Image And Send The Same To Owner Smart App Using Internet. Owner Can Lock Or Unlock The Door Remotely Through The Secure App Installed In His / Her Smart Phone. The App Has Additional Feature To Take Exterior Image / Video For Monitoring The Activity Going On Outside The Door. The System Has The Capability Of Sending The Notification If The Door - Lock Goes Offline. Our Proposed Internet Of Things Or Iot Based System Facilitate The User Hazard Free, Simple, Robust And Secure Solution For Home Security And Eradicate Manual Effort Towards Door Lock – Unlock Issues.
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I. Introduction

Nowadays Every Family Is Divided Into Nuclear Families So For The Same House, Making Several Number Of Keys Is Very Common. Security Is The Major Issue Specially When All The Family Members Are Busy With The Outside World And The House Remains Barely Protected. Now Think About Some Daily Life Situation. Let’s Say You Are Now Outside Your House, Off To A Market To Buy Something And You Get A Call From Your Best Friend And He Says, “Hey!! Where Are You? I’m Waiting For The Past 10 Minutes Outside Your Door After Pressing The Bell Several Times, Please Open The Door!!” The Market Is 20 Minutes Far From Your Home. What Do You Do Now? Or Suppose, One Day You Are Out Of Station And Your House Is On Its Own And At That Time Someone Who Is Very Close To You Come From Very Far To Stay At Your House And He / She Has No Place To Live. In This Situation You Can’t Do Anything Actually, Because You Have Not Given Your Keys To Anyone. And Your Friend Or Relative Has No Choice. Also When You Are Out For A Tour For No Matter How Many Number Of Days And Your House Is Empty So You Worry About Your House Instead And Waste Your Happy Moment.

With The Smart Lock Now, No Need To Worry About This Type Of Situation. So Your Locking System Will Help You To Open Your Door From Anywhere In The World With Your Permission As Well As You Can See What’s Going On In Front Of Your Door Because You Can Get A Picture Of Front View Of Your House Via This Device With The Help Of Cameras Whenever You Are Outside. You will Also Be Informed Who Is Pressing The Calling Bell And Who Is Spying On Your House. And The Most Interesting Thing Is That If Anyone Tries To Damage Your Main Door Then You And Your Nearest Police Station Will Be Informed With The Picture Of That Person And It Has Also A Fire Alert System And Fire Brigade Will Be Informed If It Finds That The Temperature Is Very High.

II. Related Works

According To Abdallah Kassem Et Al, In Large Apartment Complexes, Fraternities, Or Even For An Owner Having Many Keys For Each And Every Apartment, Car, Or Gate He Owns, Maintaining Entry To Authorized Personnel Only Is A Problem. Besides The Costs Involved In Fabrication, Duplication, And Distribution Of Keys, There Are Security Prob-Lems In Case Of Lost Keys. In This Paper An Innovative Lock System Prototype Using Today’s Technologies Will Be Presented. In Their Proposed System, A Central Control Module Is Embedded In The Door Itself, This Is Required To Prevent Additional Complica-Tions And More Robust Mechanism For The Door As A Whole. Technically, This System Embeds Itself In The Local Area Network Of The House. This Adds Extra Security Layers And Prevents Access To The System Only Through The Network.
Furthermore, the biggest advantage of the proposed system over existing ones is that it can be easily installed with minimal requirement of infrastructures and planning.[1]

In another paper, it was proposed a smart digital door lock system for home automation equipment that uses the digital information such as a secret code, semi-conductors, smart cards, and finger prints as the method for authentication instead of the legacy key system. In our proposed system, a Zigbee module is embedded in digital door lock and the door lock acts as a central main controller of the overall home automation system. Technically, our proposed system is the network of sensor nodes and actuators with digital door lock as base station. A door lock system proposed here consists of RFID reader for user authentication, touch LCD, motor mod-ule for opening and closing of the door, sensor modules for detecting the condition inside the house, communication module, and control module for controlling other modules. Sensor nodes for environment sensing are deployed at appropriate places at home. Status of individual Zigbee module can be monitored and controlled by the centralized controller, digital door lock.[2]

The paper by Etzioni et al. asserts that the value of these services can be greatly extended by enabling technology-neutral compositions of these home services, and furthermore that the reliability of such composite services will be of paramount importance to ensuring widespread deployment. Therefore fault management capabilities must accompany the composition capabilities in order to increase the robustness and reliability of such services. This paper proposes a web services-based abstraction layer for home area network service composition and a semantically informed fault management system for composed services, which can assist in diagnosis and correction of problems with composite services in smart homes of the future. Prototyping work and use cases are also described and initial metrics are presented that investigate the overhead of introducing the technology neutral abstraction layer. [3]

In Suli et al.'s paper it describes a comprehensive program of an office building intelligent systems fire control linkage system subsystem design, at the same time, it describes the following: the idea of the system designing, the system components, selecting equipment, the linkage of alarming and controlling gas extinguishing, and the technical features. [4] In a Bluetooth-based system by M Tanzil et al., the design and implementation of a low-cost but yet flexible and secure cell phone based home automation system. The design is based on a stand alone Arduino BT board and the home appliances are connected to the input/output ports of this board via relays. The communication between the cell phone and the Arduino BT board is wireless. This system is designed to be low cost and scalable allowing variety of devices to be controlled with minimum changes to its core. Password protection is being used to only allow authorized users from accessing the appliances at home. [5]

In a paper by Ilkyu Ha, their proposed system provides strengthened security functions that can transfer recorded images to a user's mobile device when an invalid user attempts an illegal operation; it can also deliver alarm information to the mobile device when the door lock is physically damaged. The proposed system enables a user to check the access information and remotely operate the door lock to enhance convenience.[6]

According to another paper by Luo et al. they say how an unlucky event is often caused by human negligence so they have developed a multiagent multisensor-based security system or intelligent building. The system can be widely employed in daily life and can detect dangerous situations using sensors. The structure of the security system is divided into four parts, the fire detection/diagnosis agent, intruder detection/diagnosis agent, environment detection/diagnosis agent, and power detection/diagnosis agent. In this paper, we use an adaptive data fusion method in the fire detection/diagnosis agent and use a rule-based method in the intruder detection/diagnosis agent. We use statistical signal detection theory in the environment detection/diagnosis agent, and use a fault detection and isolation procedure (FDIP) in the power detection/diagnosis agent. The security system has a four-variety detec-
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Rosa Et Al In Their Research Have Tried To Produce Ways To Reduce Electricity Consumption. They Have Stated Due To The High Variability Present In The Applications Workload Executed By These Devices, This Management Should Be Executed Dynamically. The Use Of Traditional Dynamic Voltage And Frequency Scaling (DVFS) Techniques Proved To Be Useful In Several Scenarios To Save Energy. Nonetheless, Due To Technology Scaling That Limits The Voltage Variation And Slow Response Of The DVFS Schemes, The Use Of Such Technique May Become Inadequate. As Alternative, The Use Of Dynamic Frequency Scaling (DFS) May Provide A Good Trade-Off Between Power Savings And Power Overhead. This Paper Proposes A Distributed DFS Scheme For Noc-Based Mpsocs. Both Noc And Pes Have An Individual Controlling Scheme. The DFS Scheme For Pes Takes Into Account Its Computation And Communication Load To Dynamically Change The Operating Frequency. In The Noc, The DFS Controller Uses Packet Information To Decide The Router Operating Frequency. Real And Synthetic Applications Were Used To Evaluate The Proposed Scheme. Results Show That The Number Of Executed Instructions Is Reduced Up To 41%, With An Execution Time Overhead Up To 18%. The Power Dissipation Is Reduced In Pes Up To 26% And In The Noc Up To 76%. [8]

III. Proposed Work

Working Principle

In This System Two Servers Is Being Used With Two Different Threads To Maintain The Traffic. So Main Server Is Running On Port 9000 And Backup Server Is Running On 9999 (Figure-1). Servers Are Also Connected To The Database Containing The Records Of Users And Devices.

Whenever A Lock Comes Online, First That Lock Connects To The Main Server And Sends Its User ID And MAC Address To The Server. Then Server Verifies The MAC Address And User ID From The Database. If The MAC Address Is Not Present In Database Then Connection Will Be Denied By The Main Server (Figure-2).
After verification the main server puts the connection object inside a dictionary (which contains data as name value pair) and starts an online tracking thread for that server which sends a check message and waits for three seconds for the acknowledgment (Figure 3). If the main server does not receive any acknowledgment within three seconds then server destroys the connection object of that lock and sends an email to owner of that lock device as well as it sends a push notification to the owner and members application.

![Figure 3 - Connection Is Established](image)

All the process repeats whenever a new lock device becomes online (Figure 4). Server always keeps the dictionary updated with the lock device connection and disconnection (Figure 5).

![Figure 4 - Second Lock Is Connecting To Main Server.](image)

Whenever users want to lock and unlock (or any other operation) the door they need to click on that button (the app has dedicated button for each operation). When user touches or tap on the button, the app sends a JSON object containing unique Android ID, unique user ID, email ID and request of that operation to the main server. Now main server checks the unique Android ID from the database. If that is not valid the server simply refuses the request. If the unique Android ID is valid one, then server retrieves the connection object using the
User ID From The Dictionary (Which Contain The Data As Name Value Pair) And Sends The Request And Email ID. Lock Device Performs The Operation When It Receives That Forwarded Request (Figure-6).

Figure 6 – One Phone Is Requesting For Service

Whenever The Request Is Related To The Image, After Taking Image, The Lock Saves The Image In Internal Storage And Then For Security It Connects To The Backup Server And Uploads That Image (Figure-7).

Figure 7 - The Lock Is Backing Up Taken Image.

If Someone Press The Doorbell Lock Take A Photo Of The Person Immediately And Upload It To The Main Backup Server And Server Send A Notification To The House Owner And Members.

IV. Algorithm

Server Algorithm

Lockdevice Class:
1) Initialize Function:
   a) Take Connection Object Device IP, Username, MAC As Parameter.
   b) Create A Object Of Database.
   c) Update The Global Connection Dictionary By This Connection.
   d) Update Online Device Table In Database.
   e) Call Class Function Createdirectory.
   f) Start A New Thread Of Class Function Onlinetrack And Pass Boolean True As Argument.
   g) Send Push Notification To The Owner And Other Member.
2) Onlinetrack Function:
   a) Take Loop Control As Parameter.
   b) Create A JSON Object With ‘Message ’ Key.
   c) If Loop Control Is True.
      i. Send JSON Object To The Lock.
      ii. Wait And Receive JSON Object As Reply From Lock Device.
      iii. Decode JSON Object.
      iv. If The Reply Is Not ‘Online’
         1. Set Loop Control False.
         v. If Any Exception Occurs
        1. Set Loop Control False.
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3) Createdirectory Function:
a) If ‘Serverbackup/Username’ Path Not Exist.
i. Create A Directory By Username.
4) Delete Function:
a) Delete The Device Name From Onlinedevice Table.
b) Call Send Email Function For Disconnect Alert.
c) Send Push Notification To The Owner And Other Members.
d) Remove The Connection Object From Global Connection Dictionary.

Backupserver Class:
1) Initialize Function:
a) Create A Object Of Database Class.
b) Create A Object Of Socket.
c) Call The Function Backupserverconnectionhandler.
2) Backupserverconnectionhandler Function:
a) If Backupservercontrol Is True.
   i. Accept Connection.
   ii. Start A New Thread For Backup Function And Send Connection As Argument.
3) Backup Function:
a) Receive The JSON Object From Client.
b) Decode JSON Object.
c) Open A File With File Name From JSON Object Inside Usersname Directory
   i. Fetch File Content.
   ii. If File Content Is Empty
      ii. Write The File.
   d) Insert The Backup Details In To The Database.
e) If JSON Object ‘Email’ Key Is Yes.
   i. Send Email To The Owner With The Image As Attachment.
f) If JSON Object Key ‘Bell’ Is Yes.
   i. Send A Push Notification With The Image.
g) Otherwise.
   i. Call Submitnotification Function From Database Object.

Connectionhandler:
1) Receive JSON Object From From Client.
2) Decode That JSON Object Into Dictionary.
3) Create A Object Of Database Class.
4) If The Device Is Phone
   a) If Android ID Is Registered As Owner Or Member.
      i. If The Lock Is Online
         1. Call Connectionforward Function In A New Thread And Pass Request, Email ID, Username, Connection Object As Argument.
      ii. If The Lock Is Not Online.
         1. Reply To The Client Offline.
   b) If Android ID Is Not Registered.
      i. Reject The Request.
5) If The Device Is Lock Device.
   a) If The MAC Of The Device Is Registered.
      i. Create A New Object Of Lockdevice And Send Connection Object, IP Address, Username, MAC As Argument.
   b) If The MAC Is Not Registered.
      i. Reject The Request.

Main Function:
1) If ‘Serverbackup’ Directory Not Exist.
a) Create a Directory ‘Serverbackup’
2) Declare The Global Connection Dictionary.
3) Start Backup Server In New Thread.
4) Start Main Server.
5) Start Infinite Loop
   a) If Keyboard Interrupt
      i. Stop Main Server.
      ii. Stop Backup Server.
      iii. Call Delete All Online Device From Database Object.
   b) Accept Request.
      Start Connectionhandler Function In A New Thread And Pass Address And Connection Object As Argument.

V. Device Algorithm

Main:
1) Create A JSON Object With String ‘Devicetype’, Username, MAC Address.
2) Connect To The Main Server.
3) Send The JSON Object.
4) Start The Calling Bell Function In A New Thread.
5) Start A Infinite Loop.
   a) If Any Keyboard Exception.
      i. Stop The Calling Bell Thread.
      ii. Close The Connection To Server.
   b) Receive The Request From Main Server.
   c) If The Request Is Online Check.
      i. Send Reply To The Server ‘Online’.
   d) If The Request Is ‘Lock’.
      i. Lock The Door.
      e) If The Request Is ‘Unlock’.
         i. Unlock The Door.
      f) If The Request Is ‘Takeimage’.
         i. Call Takeimage Function Is A New Thread And Pass Requested Email ID And Boolean Type False As Argument.
         g) If The Request Is ‘Email’.
            i. Call Takeimage Is A New Thread And Pass Requested Email ID And Boolean Type True As Argument.

Callingbell
1) If Lockactivator Is True
   a) Wait For Button Press.
   b) If Pressed.
      i. Capture Image.
      ii. Call Sendimage Function And Send Bell=True As Argument.
      iii. Go To Step (A).

Takeimage
1) Take Email ID And Email As Parameter.
2) Capture A Image.
3) If Email Is True.
   a) Call Sendimage Function And Send Email ID And Email As Argument.
4) If Email Is Not True.
   a) Call Sendimage Function And Send Email ID As Argument.

Sendimage
1) Take Email ID, Email, Bell As Parameter.
2) Retrieve The File Name.
3) Create A JSON Object Containing File Name, Username, Email ID.
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4) Connect To The Backup Server.
5) Send The JSON Object.
6) Open The File.
7) Read The File And Send To The Backup Sever.
8) Close The Connection.

VI. Phone Application Algorithm

Main Activity:
1) Create A Request JSON Object.
2) If Lock Button Taped.
   a) Add Device Type Phone In In Request JSON Object.
   b) Add Username In Request JSON Object.
   c) Add Android ID In JSON Object.
   d) Add Email ID In Request JSON Object.
   e) Add Request ‘LOCK’ In Request JSON Object.
   f) Convert JSON Object To String.
   g) Start A New Thread Of Send Class And Pass Request JSON String.
3) If The Unlock Button Tapped.
   a) Add Device Type Phone In In Request JSON Object.
   b) Add Username In Request JSON Object.
   c) Add Android ID In JSON Object.
   d) Add Email ID In Request JSON Object.
   e) Add Request ‘UNLOCK’ In Request JSON Object.
   f) Ask User To Confirm.
      i. Convert JSON Object To String.
      ii. Start A New Thread Of Send Class And Pass Request JSON String.
4) If Take Image Button Is Tapped.
   a) Add Device Type Phone In In Request JSON Object.
   b) Add Username In Request JSON Object.
   c) Add Android ID In JSON Object.
   d) Add Email ID In Request JSON Object.
   e) Add Request “Takeimage” In Request JSON Object.
   f) Start A New Thread Of Send Class And Pass Request JSON String.
5) If Email Image Button Is Tapped.
   a) Add Device Type Phone In In Request JSON Object.
   b) Add Username In Request JSON Object.
   c) Add Android ID In JSON Object.
   d) Add Email ID In Request JSON Object.
   e) Add Request ‘Email’ In Request JSON Object.
   f) Start A New Thread Of Send Class And Pass Request JSON String.

Send Class
1) Take Request JSON String As Parameter.
2) Connect To The Main Server.
3) Send The JSON String.
4) Get The Response.
5) Update The Status Display By Response.

VII. Result Analysis

Tool Used For Experiment Setup
This Can Be Implemented Using Following Materials-
6. Android Smart Phone
Here We Used One Laptop Running On Linux Mint 18.1 As A Server Machine Which Was Connected With A
Public IP Address And Also Running The Server Program. One Android Smart Phone Power By Android 7.1.2
Nougat Used As Lock Device Controller. And One Raspberry Pi 3 Model B Is Used As A Lock Device The
Raspberry Pi 3 was connected with Pi camera and one stepper motor was also connected with the GPIO pins. This stepper motor was attached to a metal bar via a gear. One power bank was used as a power supply of that device. The Raspberry Pi 3 was connected with the Wi-Fi router.

In Raspberry Pi the Pi camera was working as main door camera and the locking function was programmed in such a way that whenever it receives LOCK string it rotates the stepper motor clockwise and when it receives UNLOCK string it rotates the stepper motor anticlockwise.

**Server Starting**
Main server and backup server is started and they are running on different port and thread. Connection with database is also established (Figure 8).

**Lock Device Starting**
One lock device is connected to the main server (Figure 8).

**Online Tracking Of All Device**
Main server sends a check message to the clients (lock devices) and waits for three seconds for the acknowledgement (Figure 10).

Client (lock device) receives the check message and sends an acknowledgment for each check message (Figure 11).

**Android Application**
This is the graphical user interface of Android application. Each button is dedicated for each operation to that specific device which is registered with this Android device (Figure 12).
Request Forwarding From Server
After getting request from the phone, server first verifies the device and then sends the request to the lock which is registered with this phone (Figure 13).

Lock Device Receiving The Forwarded Request
The lock device works on the request which is forwarded by the server (Figure 14, Figure 16). This is the lock request which is forwarded by server (Figure 14). The server received a mail image and it is forwarded (Figure 15).

After receiving the lock device is working on the mail image request (Figure 16).

Figure 12 - User Interface Of The Android App.

Figure 13 - Request Forwarding By Server For Locking.

Figure 14 - Locking

Figure 15 - Request Forwarding By Server For Email The Image.

Figure 16 - Device Is Sending The Image.
Backup
The Lock Device Receives A Request To Take Image (Figure 17, Figure 18) And The Lock Captured The Image By The Door Camera (Figure 18).

**Figure 17** - Lock Device Is Taking The Image.

**Figure 18** - The Image Of The Person Is Taken By The Lock.

**Figure 19** - Image Backing Up To The Server.

After Taking The Image The Lock Device Is Sending The Image To Backup Server (Figure 19). After Uploading, The Image Is Now Available Inside The Server backup/Ss Directory (Figure 20).

**Request From Unknown Devices**
The Request Is Rejected When The Device Is Not Registered (Figure 21).

**Figure 21** - Request From Unregistered Phone.

**Lock Devices Stopped**
The Lock Device Is Stopped (Figure 22).

**Figure 22** - Lock Device Is Shutting Down.
After It Is Seen That Acknowledgement Is Missing Server Destroys The Connection Object And Sends An Email To The Owner Of That Lock (Figure 23 Figure 24).

VIII. Conclusion

This System Of Advanced Door Lock Security Is The Current State Of Research In The Problem Of The World. Different Devices Using For Home Security, Our Goal Is To Use Only Device That Is Mobile Which Covers All The Functionality And Capability. Integra-Tion Of Different Parts And Their Solution Can Be Developed With Current Devices And Applications. Different Applications Have Been Developed In This Field Via Computer With PORT. Used Computer And Develop Inbuilt Application And Computer Is Taking Care Of It.

Using Mobile Device, A Complete Individual System Which Has All The Features Combined Like Audio, Video With Communication Devices With Wi-Fi And Bluetooth. Develop All Applications For Mobile Which Works On Mobile Server For The Users. Amongst These, This Will Be A Remarkable And Useful Innovation To Mankind.
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